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Abstract

The thermal decomposition processes taking place in solid state mixtures Li2CO3–MnCO3

(xLi=0.10–0.50, xLi= lithium cathionic fraction) have been studied (both in air and
nitrogen flow) by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), in order to get a better understanding
of the different possible by-products, and by X-ray powder diffractometry (XRD) to assess
the equilibrium compounds. As concerns the measurements performed in air, LiMn2O4 and
excess Mn2O3 are the equilibrium products obtained for xLi up to 0.33. By 0.33�xLi�0.50
a mixture of LiMn2O4 and Li2MnO3 is obtained. In this case the TGA data show that an
excess lithiated spinel phase (Li1+xMn2O4) is obtained as an intermediate phase. The
measurements performed in nitrogen (xLi up to 0.33) show, when examined by TGA, the
formation reaction of LiMn2O4 and Mn3O4 which is completed within about 720°C. At
higher temperatures a rather complex reaction takes place between LiMn2O4 and the excess
Li2O present at 720°C, leading to the formation of the compounds Li2Mn2O4 and LiMnO2

again with excess of Mn3O4. At higher mixture lithium content (0.33�xLi�0.50) LiMn2O4,
Li2MnO3 and Mn3O4 form up to about 720°C. At higher temperatures LiMnO2 is by far the
majority phase present which is formed by solid state reactions occurring between LiMn2O4

and Li2MnO3 and between Li2MnO3 and Mn3O4. © 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

Manganese oxides with tunnel or layered structures have attracted considerable
attention owing to their application as selective adsorbents [1], cathode materials
for advanced lithium batteries [2–6] and catalysts [7,8]. A phase diagram of the
Li–Mn–O system has been reported in [9].

In particular the compounds LiMnO2 (orthorombic structure) [10] and
LiMn2O4 (cubic spinel structure) [11] have been regarded to be promising candi-
dates as hosts for the deintercalation/intercalation of lithium from/into cathodes
of Li-batteries. This is due to their lower cost and toxicity as compared to the
oxides of cobalt, nickel or vanadium. Extensive research on how these com-
pounds behave, under various operating conditions and configurations in Li
cells, has been performed and still is underway [12–15].

The electrochemical studies have been accompanied by a widespread physico-
chemical characterization. Actually the requirements that must be satisfied by a
solid, if it is to be successful as a positive electrode in rechargeable lithium
batteries, are very demanding [16–19]. Furthermore new preparation routes have
been proposed particularly for LiMn2O4 [20–22] alternative to solid state synthe-
sis.

Solid state formation of LiMn2O4 and LiMnO2 has been accomplished starting
from different reacting systems (mainly Li2CO3 and MnO2) and the obtained
products have been thoroughly characterized also from the point of view of their
thermal stability [23–25].

The aim of the present work is an examination of the thermal decomposition
processes taking place in the solid state mixtures Li2CO3–MnCO3 to assess
which are the compounds that form depending both on starting composition and
working atmosphere (air and nitrogen atmospheres). Such a task has been pur-
sued by using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to examine the intermediate
stages of the reaction over the heating ramp and X-ray powder diffractometry
(XRD) to assess the equilibrium compounds formed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Samples preparation

Mixtures of Li2CO3 (99.99%, Aldrich, Italy) and MnCO3 (99.9%, Aldrich,
Italy) in the composition range xLi=0.10–0.50 in steps of 0.05 units (xLi=
lithium cathionic fraction) have been prepared by weighing the appropriate
amounts of the two components (up to about 2 g of each mixture). Afterwards
the physical mixtures have been prepared by suspending the powders under
magnetic stirring in acetone for 3 h. Then the solvent has been let to evaporate
in oven at 40°C.
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2.2. Experimental apparatus

The solid state processes occurring in the sample mixtures have been followed by
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA 2950 by TA Intruments Ltd. USA connected to
TA5000 Computer also by TA Instruments equipped with Thermal Solutions™
software). The TG measurements have been performed, on samples of about 20 mg,
at a heating rate of 2°C min−1 in the temperature range 25–850°C both in air and
nitrogen flow (100 ml min−1). Samples of the same mixtures (about 500 mg of each
sample) have been allowed to react in a furnace (Stanton Redcroft, UK Tmax

1700°C) by heating them at 2°C min−1 up to 850°C (both in air and nitrogen flow).
An isothermal stage of 16 h at 850°C has been appended to the heating ramp. All
the samples annealed in the furnace have been examined by X-ray diffraction. Use
has been made of a Bruker Powder Diffractometer D5005 (2� range=15–70°,
CuK� radiation, step scan mode, step width 0.02°, counting time 3 s, 40 kV, 40
mA).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermal decomposition performed in flowing air

3.1.1. Pure MnCO3

The possible decomposition routes of MnCO3 are the following (the relevant
mass losses in mass% are also reported):
1. MnCO3 (s)�MnO (s)+CO2 (g) �M1= −38.29
2. MnCO3 (s)+ (1/6)O2 (g)� (1/3)Mn3O4 (s)+CO2 (g) �M2= −33.65
3. MnCO3 (s)+ (1/4)O2 (g)� (1/2) Mn2O3 (s)+CO2 (g) �M3= −31.33
4. MnCO3 (s)+ (1/2)O2 (g)�MnO2 (s)+CO2 (g) �M4= −24.37

Four independent scans (2°C min−1, 25–850°C) have been performed on pure
manganese carbonate samples whose results are reported in Table 1.

It can be seen that the reaction is over at a temperature (T1) which lies well below
the maximum operating temperature (850°C). Indeed the mean mass loss value
(−32.10�0.03% at T1 and −32.12�0.05% at 850°C) falls between �M2 and
�M3. It can be easily calculated that a −32.10% value corresponds to a residue

Table 1
Pure MnCO3 decomposition in aira

T1 (°C)�MT 1
(%) �M850

(%)

−32.14 −32.19575.47
567.36−32.10 −32.13
568.98 −32.09−32.09
578.72−32.06 −32.07

a TGA data.
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Fig. 1. TG thermogram of the xLi=0.2018 mixture heated in flowing air. Both mass signal (in %) and
its derivative with respect to time (in % min−1) are reported vs. temperature.

which, under the experimental conditions utilized in the work, would be constituted
(in mass%) by 32.24 of Mn3O4 and 67.60 of Mn2O3.

3.1.2. Li2CO3–MnCO3 mixtures (xLi=0.10–0.33)
A TGA measurement (mixture composition xLi=0.2018), whose trend is typical

of all measurements performed in this specific composition range, is reported in Fig.
1. The experimental mass losses recorded both at 600°C (�M600°C) and at 850°C
(�M850°C) are reported in Table 2. �Mcalc is the mass loss calculated according to
the following reaction scheme:

Table 2
TGA results (air flow) on mixtures in the composition range xLi=0.10–0.33a

�M850°C (%)�M600°C (%) �Mcalc (%)xLi

0.0998 −32.19�0.55 −32.13−32.06�0.30
−32.15−32.59�0.420.1502 −32.31�0.15
−32.180.2018 −32.23�0.35 −32.83�0.51

−32.22�0.260.2507 −32.92�0.23 −32.20
−32.17�0.19 −32.92�0.500.2997 −32.22
−32.62�0.130.3338 −32.30−33.45�0.30

a The experimental mass losses at 600°C (�M600°C) and at 850°C (�M850°C) are the mean of three
independent runs. �Mcalc represents the mass loss calculated under the hypothesis of reaction Eq. (I)
plus excess MnCO3 decomposition.
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Fig. 2. XRD powder patterns of the xLi=0.2018 mixture heated in flowing air (furnace). Trace a :
maximum temperature 850°C. Trace b : maximum temperature 600°C. Squares represent LiMn2O4

(JCPDS card n.35-0782); Triangles represent Mn2O3 patterns (JCPDS card n. 41-1442).�xLi

2
�

Li2CO3+2xLiMnCO3+
�3xLi

4
�

O2(g)�xLiLiMn2O4+
�5xLi

2
�

CO2(g)

(I)

(Note that the stoichiometric coefficients are expressed in terms of xLi so that the
mass variations pertaining to the reaction can be directly calculated for the different
mixture compositions) and by taking also into account that the excess MnCO3

(namely 1−3xLi moles) decomposes as pure MnCO3 does (i.e. to a mixture of
Mn3O4 and Mn2O3). It can be seen that the experimental-calculated differences are
almost negligible at 600°C while they tend to slightly increase at 850°C. While it is
unlikely that the anionic close packed arrangement of the lithium manganese spinel
(LiMn2O4) would allow oxygen substoichiometry, it is reasonable to consider that
at T�600°C the oxygen activity decreases with the result that the excess Mn2O3

slightly reduces to Mn3O4.
Fig. 2 reports the XRD patterns of the mixture xLi=0.2018 heated in air at 2°C

min−1 up to 600°C (b) and 850°C (a). The reflections of LiMn2O4 and Mn2O3 are
the only ones which are present at both temperatures. The only difference is the
improved crystallization at 850°C as it is revealed by the sharper peaks present in
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the a trace. Therefore, the XRD patterns of the mixtures up to xLi=0.33 heated in
air confirm that the compound LiMn2O4 forms already within 600°C. On the other
hand it can be concluded that the route of the excess MnCO3 decomposition is
different with respect to that it takes when it is carried out in TGA apparatus. As
a matter of fact no Mn3O4 is present in the mixtures which have been heated for a
prolonged time in the furnace. This fact could be due to a somewhat lower oxygen
activity in the TGA oven.

3.1.3. Li2CO3–MnCO3 mixtures (xLi=0.35–0.50)
Fig. 3 reports a TGA run (mixture xLi=0.4001) whose trend is typical of all

measurements performed in this specific composition range. The main difference
with respect to the TGA runs performed on the sample mixtures of the lower
composition range (see Section 3.1.2) lies with the fact that the mass loss proceeds
up to temperatures above 700°C (indicated as T2 in the following). Table 3 reports
the mass losses at T2, the relevant T2 values and the mass losses at 850°C.

By taking into account the composition range and the fact that no Mn oxide(s)
excess is present in the XRD patterns of the reacted mixtures, two models of the
reaction taking place can be proposed:

Fig. 3. TG thermogram of the xLi=0.4001 mixture heated in flowing air. Both mass signal (in %) and
its derivative with respect to time (in % min−1) are reported vs. temperature.
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Table 3
TGA results (air flow) on the mixtures in the composition range xLi=0.35–0.50a

T2 (°C) �M850 �Mcarb�MT 2
wO2

1+x �MII (%) �MIII (%)xLi

(%)(%) (%)

−33.62 −41.430.3501 0.21637−33.53 1.2552 −32.76 −32.45696.92
−33.70 708.57 −33.87 −42.04 0.21625 1.1574 −34.40 −33.130.4001

−34.81 −42.72 0.20007 1.26250.4503 −36.21−34.70 −33.87737.91
−35.19 −43.47 0.19802 1.1724 −38.23 −34.70716.790.5008 −35.12

a �MT 2
are the experimental mass losses at T2. �Mcarb are the mass losses calculated on the basis of

the mere carbonates decomposition. wO2
is the O2 intake (in moles) of the mixtures. �MII and �MIII are

the mass losses calculated according to reaction models Eq. (II) and Eq. (III), respectively. 1+x is the
stoichiometric index of the lithiated spinel formed according to reaction model Eq. (IV).

� �xLi

2
�

Li2CO3+ (1−xLi)MnCO3+
�2−3xLi

4
�

O2(g)

� (1−2xLi)LiMn2O4+ (3xLi−1)LiMnO2+
�2−xLi

2
�

CO2(g) (II)

The mass losses calculated according to the above reaction are reported in Table
3 (�MII).

� �xLi

2
�

Li2CO3+ (1−xLi)MnCO3+
�4−3xLi

12
�

O2(g)

�
�2−3xLi

3
�

LiMn2O4+
�3xLi−1

3
�

Li2MnO3+
�2−xLi

2
�

CO2(g) (III)

The mass losses calculated according to the above reaction are reported in Table
3 (�MIII).

It can be seen that reaction II does not yield mass loss data that satisfactorily
agree with the experimental ones while such an agreement is somewhat better in the
case of reaction III even if the experimental mass losses are still higher (in all but
the xLi=0.3501 mixture) than the calculated ones.

Fig. 4 reports the XRD patterns of the mixtures heated at 2°C min−1 up to
850°C and annealed for 16 h. While only LiMn2O4 reflections (squares) are present
in the xLi=0.3501 mixture, characteristic Li2MnO3 reflections (circles) at 2��
37, 44.5 and 65.5° appear starting from the xLi=0.4001 mixture.

No LiMnO2 reflections appear, so that reaction II can be definitely ruled out also
by XRD experiments.

What it is likely to occur in this composition range, is the formation of an excess
lithiated spinel Li1+xMn2O4 (this fact would account for the mass loss greater than
expected on the basis of reaction III) and Li2MnO3 according to the reaction model
IV:
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� �xLi

2
�

Li2CO3+ (1−xLi)MnCO3+wO2(g)

�
�4−4wO2

−5xLi

4
�

Li1+xMn2O4+
�3xLi−2+4wO2

2
�

Li2MnO3

+
�2−xLi

2
�

CO2(g) (IV)

where wO2
= ((�MT 2

−�Mcarb)/MO2
100)×Mtot,mix represents the intake of oxygen

(in moles) of the mixtures and Mtot,mix is the total mass of the mixture.
Hence from the mass losses at T2 (�MT 2

) and from the losses expected on the
basis of the carbonates decomposition (�Mcarb), the values of 1+x can be
calculated (see Table 3). It is important here to note that the formation of the
excess lithiated spinel (Li1+xMn2O4) has been considered to fully explain the
thermogravimetric results. It seems that the equilibrium situation (see the XRD
results reported in Fig. 4) does not need to invoke its presence. Enough furnace
annealing time in air has been evidently allowed to get fully oxidized, stoichiometric
LiMn2O4 as the equilibrium compound along with monoclinic Li2MnO3.

Fig. 4. XRD powder patterns of the mixtures with xLi�0.33 heated in air up to 850°C. (a) xLi=0.3501;
(b) xLi=0.4001; (c) xLi=0.4503; (d) xLi=0.5008. Squares represent LiMn2O4 patterns (JCPDS card n.
35-0782); Circles represent Li2MnO3 patterns (JCPDS card n. 27-1252).
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Table 4
MnCO3 decomposition in nitrogena

T2 (°C)�M600 (%) �M850Mass (mg) �MT 2
(%)

(%)

716.68 −34.53−34.48−34.8227.072
700.45 −34.4432.420 −34.38 −34.43
723.17 −34.47−34.4719.897 −33.65

17.421 −34.34 731.28 −34.32−33.51

a TGA data.

3.2. Thermal decomposition performed in flowing nitrogen

3.2.1. Pure MnCO3

Four measurements (2°C min−1 25–850°C) have been performed on pure
MnCO3 samples whose results are reported in Table 4. From the data it can be seen
that Mn3O4 (�M= −33.65%) forms at 600°C, within the experimental error,
provided sample mass is lower enough (less than about 20 mg) so as to allow
oxygen interaction within the decomposing solid. At T�600°C a partial man-
ganese reduction takes place which ends within T2 (the mean % mass loss is
−0.82%). The total mean % mass loss value at T2 is −34.43�0.06% which
corresponds to a residue constituted by 15.9% (by mass%) of MnO and the balance
Mn3O4. Fig. 5 (trace a) shows the XRD patterns of a MnCO3 sample treated in a
furnace under the same experimental conditions adopted in TGA analysis. For sake
of comparison the XRD patterns of commercial Mn3O4 are also reported (trace b)
It can be seen that, besides the reflections pertaining to Mn3O4, two peaks are also
present which can be surely attributed to MnO (see the peaks at 2�=35° and 41°
in trace a). Therefore, it can be concluded that the oxidation extent under nitrogen
is lower than that leading to Mn3O4.

3.2.2. Li2CO3–MnCO3 mixtures (xLi=0.10–0.33)
A TGA scan (mixture xLi=0.2018) whose trend is typical of all measurements

performed in this specific composition range is reported in Fig. 6.
The experimental data reported in Table 5 are the mean of four independent runs

performed on each mixture composition. The �MA and �MB values are the mass
loss values that have to be expected in the case of the reaction schemes A and B:

�xLi

2
�

Li2CO3+ (1−xLi)MnCO3+
�2+3xLi

12
�

O2(g)

� xLi LiMn2O4+
�1−3xLi

3
�

Mn3O4+
�2−xLi

2
�

CO2(g) (scheme A)
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2
�

Li2CO3+ (1−xLi)MnCO3+
�2−xLi

12
�

O2(g)

� xLi LiMnO2+
�1−2xLi

3
�

Mn3O4+
�2−xLi

2
�

CO2(g) (scheme B)

As concerns the data reported in Table 5 the following considerations apply:
1. the mass loss data at T2 (which represents a temperature which is in any case

above that of lithium carbonate spontaneous decomposition i.e. �640°C) lay
between �MA and �MB;

2. a further, sensible mass loss process takes place at T�T2 which ends just below
850°C;

3. the mass loss data at 850°C are in all cases slightly higher than the correspon-
dent �MB values.

Point i) could be explained by the formation of a mixture of MnO and Mn3O4

plus LiMn2O4 (model A). However, it can be easily verified that the difference
between �MT 2

and �MA increases with increasing xLi i.e. with decreasing Mn
content of the mixtures. Another explanation could be found by admitting the
formation of a mixture of LiMnO2 and LiMn2O4 plus excess Mn3O4. However,
XRD measurements performed on the residues of TGA runs carried out up to
600°C allowed to verify that only MnO, Mn3O4 and LiMn2O4 were present. No
LiMnO2 was definitely found.

Fig. 5. XRD powder patterns of: (a) MnCO3 heated in flowing nitrogen up to 850°C; (b) commercial
Mn3O4 sample.
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Fig. 6. TG thermogram of the xLi=0.2018 mixture heated in flowing nitrogen. Both mass signal (in %)
and its derivative with respect to time (in % min−1) are reported vs. temperature.

On the other hand point ii) implies that, under nitrogen flow, one or more of the
compounds that have been formed within T2, are not stable at higher temperatures.

The fact that the total mass loss at 850°C is fairly close to the �MB values at each
composition (point iii), suggests that the process taking place between T2 and 850°C
could be the decomposition of LiMn2O4 to yield LiMnO2 according to the reaction
scheme:

Table 5
TGA results (nitrogen flow) on the mixtures in the composition range xLi=0.10–0.33a

�MT 2
(%)xLi T2 (°C) �M850 (%) �MA(%) �MB (%) �MHT

0.0998 −34.19�0.13 732 −35.02�0.07 −33.30 −34.29 −0.76�0.01
−1.29�0.21−34.65−33.10−35.30�0.030.1502 723−34.01�0.23

7240.2018 −35.64�0.07−33.94�0.17 −32.88 −35.05 −1.70�0.23
0.2507 −35.46−33.74�0.21 720 −35.95�0.11 −2.22�0.17−32.66

−36.47�0.21 −32.42 −35.91710 −2.62�0.130.2997 −33.86�0.18
715 −36.81�0.13 −32.240.3338 −36.24−34.05�0.02 −2.77�0.12

a The experimental mass losses at T2 (�MT 2
), at 850°C (�M850°C) and between T2 and 850°C (�HHT)

are the mean of four independent runs. �MA and �MB are the mass losses calculated under reaction
schemes Eq. (A) and Eq. (B).
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Table 6
The n values represent the number of LiMn2O4 moles formed up to T2 and calculated from the
experimental �MHT valuesa

�MT 2
(%)N �MT 2,calc(%)XLi

−34.220.076 −34.19�0.130.0998
−34.01�0.23−33.950.12490.1502
−33.94�0.170.2018 0.1581 −33.91
−33.74�0.21−33.720.2507 0.1985
−33.86�0.180.2997 0.2249 −33.75
−34.05�0.02−33.990.23090.3338

a �MT 2,calc is the mass loss value calculated for the formation of n moles of LiMn2O4 and for the
decomposition of the excess carbonates.The calculated values have to be compared with the experimen-
tal ones (�MT 2

).

LiMn2O4 � LiMnO2+
�1

3
�

Mn3O4+
�1

3
�

O2(g) (scheme C)

An hypothesis on what is going on can be proposed that implies the formation
within T2 of a certain amount of LiMn2O4 and Mn3O4 excess. At T�T2 such
LiMn2O4 would decompose to LiMnO2.

Actually, since �MT 2
mass losses are always greater than those calculated on the

basis of simple reaction model scheme A, we have to calculate such the amount of
LiMn2O4 compound from the experimental mass loss taking place at T�T2 (see
scheme (C)). The relationship is as follows:

�MHT= −
�n

3
�� MO2

Mtot,mix

�
×100

where n represents the number of moles of LiMn2O4 formed up to T2 and that
decompose at higher temperatures.

Now �MT 2
values can be calculated as the sum of the following processes:

� formation of LiMn2O4�n
2
�

Li2CO3+ (2n)MnCO3+
�3n

4
�

O2(g)�nLiMn2O4+
�5n

2
�

CO2(g)

� decomposition of excess Li2CO3�xLi−n
2

�
Li2CO3�

�xLi−n
2

�
Li2O+

�xLi−n
2

�
CO2(g)

� decomposition of excess MnCO3 [1−xLi−2n moles to yield the mixture Mn3O4/
MnO with �M= −34.43%].
Table 6 reports the n value calculated from the �MHT data (reported in Table 5)

and the calculated mass loss which results from the sum of the three mentioned
processes (see �MT 2,calc). It can be seen that the calculated values are in fair
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agreement with the experimental ones. Therefore, the TGA measurements per-
formed under nitrogen atmosphere in this composition range can be interpreted on
the basis of a two stage reaction model. In the first stage the MnCO3 decomposi-
tion/oxidation induces the lithium carbonate decomposition that begins to take
place under 600°C (i.e below its temperature of spontaneous decomposition which
is about 640°C). This results in the formation of LiMn2O4 with an excess mixture
of Mn3O4 and MnO. Within T2 also the residual decomposition of lithium
carbonate that does not form LiMn2O4 occurs. At T�T2 LiMn2O4 decomposes,
with oxygen loss, yielding Mn3O4 and LiMnO2.The model implies that, besides
excess Mn3O4, also some free Li2O is present. It could be surprising that no reaction
takes place at temperatures in excess of 700°C between Li2O and Mn3O4 or
LiMn2O4. Therefore, the reaction model described so far can be refined by
considering that the high temperature part of the process is actually constituted by
two competing reactions:
1.

nLi2OLi2O+2nLi2OLiMn2O4�2nLi2OLi2Mn2O4+
�nLi2O

2
�

O2(g)

2.

(n−2nLi2O)LiMn2O4

� (n−2nLi2O)LiMnO2+
�n−2nLi2O

3
�

Mn3O4+
�n−2nLi2O

3
�

O2(g)

Reaction (I) is a solid state ‘lithiation’ of part of LiMn2O4 formed up to T2 while
reaction (II) is the mentioned LiMn2O4 thermal decomposition to LiMnO2.

Table 7 reports the nLi2O [= (xLi−n)/2] values along with those of �MI and �MII

calculated on the basis of reaction schemes (I) and (II).
It can be seen from the last column of Table 7 that the high temperature (i.e. at

T�T2) mass loss values calculated according to such a mixed reaction model (solid

Table 7
nLi2O is the number of free lithium oxide moles at T2

a

�MI+II �HHT�MIIn−2nLi2O�MInLi2OxLi

0.0530 −0.530.0117 −0.700.0998 −0.76�0.01−0.18
−0.20 0.0995 −1.03 −1.230.1502 −1.29�0.210.0127
−0.35 0.1143 −1.23 −1.580.2018 −1.70�0.230.0219

−2.22�0.17−2.08−1.640.14630.2507 −0.440.0261
0.03740.2997 −0.65 0.1501 −1.75 −2.40 −2.62�0.13

0.3338 −0.93 −2.77�0.12−2.46−1.530.0515 0.1279

a n has the same meaning as in Table 6 �MI and �MII are the mass loss values calculated under the
reaction schemes (I) and (II). Their sum is �MI+IIto be compared with the experimental ones (�MHT).
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Fig. 7. XRD powder patterns of the mixtures with xLi up to 0.33 and heated in flowing nitrogen to
850°C with an isothermal stage of 16 h at this temperature. (a) xLi=0.1028; (b) xLi=0.1598; (c)
xLi=0.1998; (d) xLi=0.2501; (e) xLi=0.2897; (f) xLi=0.3357. Squares represent LiMn2O4 patterns
(JCPDS card n. 35-0782); Circles represent Li2Mn2O4 patterns (JCPDS card n. 38-0299); Lozenges
represent Mn3O4 patterns (JCPDS card n. 24-0734); Triangles represent LiMnO2 patterns (JCPDS card
n. 35-0749).

state reaction+ thermal decomposition) are in fair agreement with the correspon-
dent experimental data (see �MHT in Table 7).

XRD measurements have been performed on sample mixtures treated in furnace
under nitrogen at 2°C min−1 up to 850°C+16 h isothermal stage. The results are
reported in Fig. 7. The following remarks can be made:
1. Mn3O4 is present in all mixtures. The intensity of the relevant peaks (marked by

lozenges) show a decreasing trend with increasing xLi.
2. The peaks of LiMnO2 (marked by triangles) begin to be visible in the xLi=0.20

mixture and show an intensity which increases with xLi.
3. The peak at 2�=18.7° is present in the entire composition range. Such a peak

cannot be univocally assigned since the most intense reflection of either
LiMn2O4 (squares) and Li2Mn2O4 (circles) falls next to this angular position.

4. A broad peak is located between about 2�=35.5 and 37.2°. In this angular
range, besides the 100% Mn3O4 reflection and the second most intense reflection
of LiMn2O4, the second most intense reflection of Li2Mn2O4 is also located.
Indeed a peak begins to appear (2��37°) in the xLi=0.2010 mixture which
increases in the richer lithium mixtures and which can be assigned to Li2Mn2O4.
At the same composition a peak at 2�=35.5° appears whose intensity also
increases with xLi and which is characteristic of LiMnO2.
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5. A rather wide hump is showing between 2�=43.5 and 45.5°. It has to be noted
that in this angular range the third most intense reflection of both Li2Mn2O4

(2�=45.300°) and the 100% reflection of LiMnO2 (2�=45.101°) are located.
Also the third most intense reflection of LiMn2O4 (2�=43.869°) falls in this
angular range. It can be seen that, starting from the xLi=0.2010 mixture, the
peaks of LiMn2O4 are vanishing while those of LiMnO2 and of Li2Mn2O4

progressively increase.
6. Again a hump between 2��37.5 and 39.0° is present. In this angular range,

besides the fourth most intense LiMn2O4 reflection (2�=37.747°), the fourth
most intense reflection of Li2Mn2O4 (2�=38.841°) and a reflection of LiMnO2

(15% relative intensity at 2�=37.565°) and of Mn3O4 (20% relative intensity at
2�=37.983°) are present. It seems that under this hump LiMnO2 and Mn3O4

are the compounds which appear to have been formed.
Therefore, the XRD diffraction patterns of samples (xLi=0.10–0.33) treated at

850°C under nitrogen for 16 h reveal a situation where:
� Mn3O4 is present over all the composition range.
� Li2Mn2O4 and LiMnO2 are evident only starting from the xLi=0.2018 mixture

and their evidence increases with xLi. In the meantime the evidence of the spinel
phase (LiMn2O4) disappears.

� As concerns LiMn2O4, its presence in the xLi=0.10 and 0.15 mixtures heated in
the furnace can only be due to an higher oxygen activity with respect to that
prevailing in the TGA chamber.

3.2.3. Li2CO3–MnCO3 mixtures (xLi=0.35–0.50)
Table 8 reports the results of the TGA measurements performed in this composi-

tion range. The experimental data are the mean of four independent runs performed
on each sample composition.

Fig. 8 reports the XRD powder patterns of the sample mixtures heated in the
furnace (under nitrogen flow at 2°C min−1) up to 850°C+16 h isothermal
annealing. It can be seen that Mn3O4 (lozenges) and LiMnO2 (triangles) are the
main compounds which are present. However, it has also to be noted that some
other reflections are present. In particular, besides the peak at 2��18.5° (possible
attribution: LiMn2O4 and Li2MnO3), there are diffraction effects between 20 and
22° which can only be attributed to the presence of Li2MnO3.

Table 8
TGA results (nitrogen flow) on the mixtures in the composition range xLi=0.35–0.50a

�M850 (%)�MT 2
(%)xLi T2 (°C)

−36.97�0.340.3501 −34.36�0.25 710
−34.64�0.170.4001 715 −37.31�0.16

7160.4503 −37.53�0.40−35.37�0.29
0.5008 −35.88�0.34 720 −37.88�0.41

a The experimental mass losses at T2 (�MT 2
) and at 850°C (�M850) are the mean of four independent

runs. T2 is expressed in °C.
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Fig. 8. XRD powder patterns of the mixtures with xLi�0.33 and heated in flowing nitrogen to 850°C
with an isothermal stage of 16 h at this temperature. (a) xLi=0.3520; (b) xLi=0.4036; (c) xLi=0.4607;
(d) xLi=0.5013. Squares represent LiMn2O4 patterns (JCPDS card n. 35-0782); Lozenges represent
Mn3O4 patterns (JCPDS card n. 24-0734); Triangles represent LiMnO2 patterns (JCPDS card n.
35-0749).

From the XRD evidence, a reaction model can be proposed according to which,
up to T2, a mixture of LiMn2O4, Li2MnO3 and Mn3O4 forms.

The reaction scheme is as follows:�xLi

2
�

Li2CO3+ (1−xLi)MnCO3+wO2 (g)

�
�12w−2

3
�

LiMn2O4+
�2+3xLi−12w

6
�

Li2MnO3

+
�4−3xLi−12w

6
�

Mn3O4+
�2−xLi

2
�

CO2 (g)

where w can be calculated from the difference between �MT 2
and the mass

variation expected on the basis of carbonates decomposition. Table 9 reports the
number of moles of the three compounds that should have been formed within T2.
At T�T2 the following processes can take place:

Li2MnO3+LiMn2O4�3LiMnO2+ (1/2)O2(g) (1)
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Table 9
TGA results (nitrogen flow) on the mixtures in the composition range xLi=0.35–0.50a

Mn3O4 �MHT,1 �MHT,2 �MHT,1LiMn2O4 �MHTxLi Li2MnO3

+�MHT,2

0.1045 −1.960.3501 −0.080.1075 −2.04 −2.61�0.100.1213
0.4001 0.1460 0.1081 −2.07 −0.24 −2.31 −2.69�0.180.1081

0.0668 −1.50 −0.78 −2.28 −2.16�0.130.4503 0.0748 0.1918
0.0561 −1.13 −1.190.2235 −2.320.0537 −2.05�0.300.5008

a The experimental mass losses at T�T2 (�MHT, %) represent the mean of four independent runs.
The number under the headings of the three compounds represent the respective moles formed up to
T2. �MHT,1 and �MHT,2 are the mass losses calculated under reactions Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) (in %).

By considering (see Table 9) that Li2MnO3 is always in excess, the mass loss
associated to the reaction can be calculated. The �MHT,1 values are reported in the
same table.

Furthermore the excess Li2MnO3 can react with Mn3O4 according to the
reaction:

Li2MnO3+ (1/3)Mn3O4�2LiMnO2+ (1/6)O2(g) (2)

whose associated mass loss (�MHT,2) is also reported in Table 9.
The reliability of the hypothesis is indirectly confirmed by the good agreement

between the experimental values �MHT and the sum �MHT,1+�MHT,2. Further-
more from the calculations on the TG data, it can be easily verified that, in the case
of xLi=0.5008 mixture, no Mn3O4 excess will remain at 850°C (i.e. after reactions
Eqs. (1) and (2)). The XRD results (see Fig. 8d) confirm this point.
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